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Volume 17, Number I

University of california, Son Francisco

Curriculum Committee
Meets Student Questions
and Criticisms

Interview Techniques
Panelists Offer
Inside Tips

Hastings COllege of the law

Profile on ASH President
Fernando Tafoya:
New Directions in
Student Government

by Karen Wells

by Susan Yee

by Sedric M. ChappUl

The Faculty-Student Curriculum Committee held its first open meeting of the
academic year on September 30, 1983, to invite comments and questions on the present
state of the Hastings academic curriculum.
Attending the meeting were Committee
members-Professors Stephen Lind (chairperson), Gail Bird, John Diamond, William
Lockhart, and Kevin Tierney; Clinical Programs Director Maud Pervere, and assistant
Angela Poole; Academic Dean Wayne
Woody and Assistant Dean Richard Cunningham; Professor David Levine; and less than
fifteen students.

The time has come to exchange old jeans
for new law suits, as interview season is upon
us once more. A suit, unfortunately, does not
a suitable candidate make since interviewers
are looking to be impressed by more than a
pressed suit. Other preparation for the interview is decidedly necessary.
On September 9, 1983, an interview techniques panel was held at Hastings. Five
graduates of Hastings described their fmns or
companies, and some important aspects of
the interview process.
The various descriptions made it clear that
law fmns can differ enormously from companies with legal departments. In addition,
the law firms can differ from each other. The
firm resume guides in the Placement Office
should be checked so that the student has
some idea as to what the finn or company
might be like, and whether the student really
wants to work there.
A large law firm like Pillsbury, Madison &
Sutro, according to Andrea Wirum, has 330
attorneys with 38 summer clerks. Pettit &
Martin, as Teresa Chuh stated, has 75 attorneys in the finn with 10 law clerks.
Dinkelspiel, Donovan & Reder has only 18 active attorneys with one summer clerk. On the
other hand, Dinkclspiel, Donovan & Reder,
according to Ray Taketa, has a strong democratic approach and encourages associate input If that is what the student is more concontinued on p. 10
cerned with.

Is there any room for student input in the
decision-making process around here? In a
recent conversation with the newly elected
President of the Associated Students of
Hastings (ASH) Fernando Tafoya, this
question was answered strongly in the
affirmative . In his typically sedate manner,
Fernando suggested that this is a crucial
year for students to advocate and represent
their interests.
Tafoya, originally from El Paso, Texas,
attended Brandeis University for two years.
He received his undergraduate degree in political science from the University of Texas.
Tafoya then received a Graduate Fellowship and pursued his studies at the
Universtiy of California at Berkeley where
he obtained a Masters Degree in Political
Science. From the choices open to hIm for
law school, Tafoya chose Hastings because
of this school's national reputation for
"student activism' in issues involving
university policy-making, and public interest-oriented programs.
Tafoya would like to have ASH operate
as a Board of DIrectors in representing the
interests of the entire student body. He
would like not to see ASH si mply as a social
club, or a financier of student organizations. He stressed that his priorities were to
facilitate more effective communication between students, the Hastings Board of Directors, and the Hastings Administration .
As he leaned forward in his chair Tafoya
queried, with an expressive look on his face,
"Everyone is taken care of -the faculty, administrators, the Deans, Board of
Directors. Where are the students' interests
represented? -- If ASH does not represent
and advocate for the student body, who
will?" .
Tafoya emphasized that there is a lack of
diversity reflected in the Hastings curriculum, the composition of its faculty, and in
the social and ney,sv.orthy events that are
available on campus.
The 1983- 4 ASH Executive Board ｨ｡ｾ＠
made plans to Implement the public-interest
platform under which it claimed victor} in
the Spnng 1983 elections. Among the many
plans which ASH ha' developed for thi
year are:
1.) Increased Student Lobbying - Recently, Ha ｬｉｮｧｾ＠
became affiliated y,ith the
ｕｮｩ｜･ｲｾｴｹ＠
of California Student Lobb},
y,hich gathers information from State Legi.lator in Sacramento and provide technical assistance for student lobbvist in
developing theIr proposals. Tafoya also
assisted the Hastmgs Childcare Center y, ith
ItS lobbying efforts wllh the San Francisco
Board of Supen.lsors to obtain a block
grant that v.ill enable the Child Care Center
to relocate. In addition, the President lobbied the legislature this summer by arguing
against increased student fees and in favor
of more financial aid and a public interest
curriculum.

Possible New Courses
Robin Wonder, a second year student and
representative of the Environmental Law
Society, recommended the creation of two
new seminars on toxic and hazardous wastes
and energy regulation.
Fernando Tafoya, ASH president, inquired
about the future of public interest law classes
and asked whether the College had an operative definition of "public interest" for its curricular goals. Professor Lind responded that
the Committee hoped to accomplish improvements In this area primarily through
revisions to the Clinical Programs.
Tafoya's inquiry about the proposed graduate tax program drew a reply from Dean
Woody that such a program had received approval from the faculty and Board of Directors but would not be implemented before the
end of 1984.
Some students cited examples of inconsistent course instruction where enUre areas of
subject matter were omitted from first year
classes. Professor emphasize or neglect particular areas according to their personal interest. Faculty members objected to content
academic freedom .
regimentation by ｾｯ［･ｲｴｩｮｧ＠
Professor Lockhart expre.sed the view that
"it isn't necessary for all students to get Topic
E, when A through E are all valuable," ,ince
the goal is to teach students to think and to inLind noted that teacher
terpret. ｐｲｯｦｾ＠
may adjust cour;e content to the needs of particular ｣ｬ｡ｾｳ･Ｎ＠
If a cia. s were quick in absorbing the material or showed great interest
in one area, the professor would plan accordingly.
Constitutional La ... in Hrst Year?
Jackson Chin, a third year student, made a
proposal that Constitutional Lay, be taught in
the flfSt year, which generated widely varying
opinions. Chin said "this cream of the courses"
should set the tone "when minds are quickly
being shaped by legal doctrine and when
idealism needs reinfor=nenl." Professor lockhart, a professor of Contitutional Law, responded that Hastings already had a "quite
sucoessful flfSt year curriculum." When pressed
to find a way to acoommodate such a
change, Chin replied that Torts could be con-

continued un page 10

A/PLSA Greets
Ex-Death Row Inmate
by Liz Lu

CholSoo Le, a 30-year old Korean immigrant, recently gained his freedom after a
nationwide effort by Asian-Americans to
prove his innocence in a San Francisco
Chinatown murder . He spoke at a Hastings
Asian / Pacific Law Students Associallon
(A 'PLSA) meeting on September 16, 1983,
where over fifty people \\ atched a documentary on Chol Soo Lee's case and later
months
listened to the man who only ｾｩｸ＠
earlier was on death ro".
Last year, Lee ｹＬｾ＠
found innocent of a
1973 Chinato\\ n gangland-style murder
when the presiding judge ruled on retrial
that the S.F. di trict attorney's office had
Improperly suppressed key testimony y, hich
would have proved Lee's innocence. It v.as
revealed that police investigators failed to
follow up on telephone calls from eyewitnesses who told police that Lee was not the
killer. Lee's supporters believe that political
pressure at the time to get a conviction in
the case contributed to the suppression of
the evidence. The jury on retrial voted
unanimously to acquit Lee, who remamed on
death row, however, for the 1977 killing of a
fellow inmate.

contlllued on page 10

continued on page 6

October 10, 1983

An Open Letter to
the 3rd Year Class:
Our Right to Choose
a Class Speaker
On September 16, the Hastings
Board of Directors voted to establish a procedure to screen, review,
or veto the 3rd year Class selection
of a commencement speaker at
Graduation. On September 30, a
meeting was held between the 3rd
year Class Council Officers, Sheryl
Beasley, Bruce Napell, and Carol
Regan and Deans Woody, Cunningham and Schwarz where a new
procedure for selecting the 3rd year
class speaker was approved.
The new procedure is as follows:
1) a list of speakers that will ensure that "honor and dignity" be
brought to graduation ceremonies
will be compiled.
2) the list of speakers will be subject to review by the Deans (and, if
necessary, by the entire Board).
3) after the initial screenlhg, the
3rd year class wtll be able to vote by
ballot for the finalist from the prescreened list.
Unfortunately, these developments have been kept in the dark so
that this year's class would not be
as "irresponsible" as the previous
class in choosing someone as "undignified" as Robin Williams, (the
comedian-actor of TV's Mark and
Mindy)
conrmued on page 2
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ECONOMICS AND
RACIAL VIOLENCE:

EDITORIALS

THE VINCENT CIUN CASE

employed as a supervisor at an auto assembly plan
In that setting, being constantly indoctrinated abot
the 'evils' of the Japanese automobile industry ..
is it mere coincidence that the built up anger again:
Asians was unleashed when Ellens came upon Vir

cent Chin?"

by Jackson Cbin

Watt to do with a joke
As one of the most colorful bigots that President Reagan has recruited into his executive corps, U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt should not resign or be
dismissed because he embarrasses the President. On that score the President has not
needed outside assistance.
Watt's wearisome remarks do nauseate people. But certainly there is a fascination
for his spontaneity and peppery oratory in debasing groups of people. I'm just
waiting to see how much longer before he exhausts the list of available groups.
The recent flap arose from Watt's breakfast remarks to over 200 lobbysits of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. He said that the Commission on Federal Coal Leasing
had "every kind of mixture you can have. I have a black, I have a woman, two Jews
and a cripple. And we have talent."
The nation went berserk. Repbulican Senators freaked out. The media had a field
day. And once more, President Reagan, safely sequestered, bit back his lips while his
ever-ready press secretary improvised.
Expectedly the public's wrath fell on poor Watt.
Yet anyone listening to an audio replay could not help but hear the roomful of
boisterous and consenting laughs which followed.
Those lobbyists were no more, no less immune from public censure; there are more
scarlet letters yet to be pinned. It takes three to joke.

Perennial laments on American law and legal
Education: or, the client moans, the student
groans, professors clone, and lawyers are sown
There is an industry of literature that is built upon the enduring premise that law
schools and the legal bar are at fault for the deficient and lackluster teaching of law
students and for the estrangement that is felt by various non-participants.
From more traditional quarters some academic voices add to the chorus of
criticism while others recoil and defend the state of legal education.
Derek Bok, former dean of the Harvard Law School, recently critiqued the legal
system. He stated, "The law may seem enlightened and humane, but its constant
stream of rules will leave a wake strewn with the disappointed hopes of those who
find the legal system too complicated to understand, too quixotic to command
respect and too expensive to be of much use."
Bok pointed to the law schools and cautioned that while curricula continue to emphasize training students to derme the issues carefully and argue both sides, "the
times cry out for more than these traditional skills .... In short, a just and effective
legal system will not merely call for a revised curriculum; it will entail the education
of new categories of people" (referring to the training of mediators, educating the
disadvantaged of their rights, and integrating social science research into scholarship
and legal training.
Less generous than Bok's analysis comes Harvard Law Professor Duncan Kennedy's assessment. "The classroom (of a law school) is hierarchical with a
vengeance." The classroom safari into Socratic dialogue is aborted from the start.
First "cold" cases, morally neutral, intricate, and enigmatic are analyzed to help the
student extract some hallowed doctrine. Then the "hot" cases, where the coal company screws a farm family, logically and legally are winners in the dispute. He argues
that from such a method of study students become distrustful of their instincts for
what is right or wrong, and compensate this insecurity with a heightened reverance
for the laborious and intricate study of doctrine.
Prof. Howard Lesnick, Univ. of Pennsylvania
Law, defends the limits cf responsibility that law
professors are to observe. "[W]e teach in an effon
to engage and develop critical faculties and their
Editor·ln·Chief
capacity to make the law beller serve human needs;
we disclaim responsibility for the societal and other
JACKSON CHIN, 3L
pressures which often bring students to us so obsessed by the need for approval and security that
they can see in the law lillie more than a test of their
News Editor
prospects for achieving them ... we are
KAREN WELLS, 2L
not .. . responsible for aspects of the lives of individual students that contribute to their acting in
ways that are academically or morally unaccepStaff
table."
Gerry Spence, a Wyoming trial lawyer, offers an
SED RIC CHAPPILL, 3L
emotional and stirring castigation of the profession
HAL DENTON, 3L
from the law school to the bar.
BETH HOGAN, 1L
Speaking before an awe-struck ABA audience,
Spence incriminated a roomful of the elite bar,
BERL HUETER, 3L
"[You are] ... more concerned with giving the apLIZ LU, 3L
pearance of being useful than being useful". Then
MICHAEL V. FANCHER, 2L
ｳ＠ in his indictment. "I
he turned to the law ｳ｣ ｾｯｬ
have raged at the schools that have taken our youth
MARK SEGELMAN, 1L
and trimmed off their souls and puffed up their
ｾ＠
SUSAN YEE, 3L
brains so that the poor wretches cannot feel, or be,
or know themselves or their clients, but can only do
Contributors
meaningless mental exercises that have always
PROF. ARTHUR KINOY
fascinated their professors .... We teach our
youth like we program computers ana then cry that
PROF. RONALD TAKAKI
they don't perform for the people! Who goes to the
ｾ＠
WENDY NEMEROFF, 2L
:t
NL-____________________________--! law schools? The poor boy from Butte, Montana,
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continued on page 12

by RolI8Id Takaki
The death of Vincent Chin is graphically symbolic. On June 19, 1982, this 27-year-{)ld ChineseAmerican went to a Detroit, Mich., bar with three
friends to celebrate his upcoming wedding. There
two white men - Ronald Ebens and his stepson
Michael Nitz - taunted him, calling him a "Jap."
Ebens, a laid-{)ff general foreman for Chrysler,
complained: "It's because of you m-s that we're
out of work." A brief scuffle erupted. Chin quickly
left the bar, and was chased and hunted by Ebens
and Nitz. They fmally trapped Chin in front of a
McDonald's restaurant where Nitz held their prey
while Ebens bludgeoned him with a baseball bat. Before he lost consciousness, Chin said to a friend: "It
isn't fair." Four days later he died from severe head
injuries. Several hundred people, originally invited
to Chin's wedding, attended instead his funeral. In
this tragedy, many of the symbols of America are
Auto Oty USA, McDonald's, a
present murdered Chinese, and an unemployed white auto
worker wielding a baseball bat.
Charged with second-degree murder, Ebens and
Nitz were allowed to plead guilty to manslaughter.
On March 16, 1983, Wayne County Circuit Judge
Charles S. Kaufman, after hearing arguments only
from the defense attorneys and not from the prosecuting attorney, sentenced the two men to three
years probation and fined each of them S3,OOO.
"What kind of law is this? What kind of
justice?" Vincent Chin's mother, Lily Chin, angrily
asked. "This happened because my son is Chinese.
If two Chinese killed a white person, they must go
to jail, maybe for their whole lives ... Something
is wrong with this country." Across America, news
of Judge Kaufman's sentences has been met with
similar disbelief. And Asian-Americans everywhere
feel a special sense of fear and rage. They know
Vincent Chin was killed because of his racial
membership; they realize it could happen to any of
them - to anyone with black hair and slanted eyes.
"My blood boiled when 1 flfst learned that Vincent Chin was deliberately attacked and murdered
as an act of racial hatred," Harold Fong of the
Chinese-American Citizens Alliance told several
hundred demonstrators protesting Chin's murder in
San Francisco last summer. George Wong of the
Asian-American Federation of Union Membership
in San Francisco expressed the shock of many
Asian-Americans when he said: "The killing of
Vincent Chin happened in 1982, not 1882 - the
year of the Chinese Exclusion Act!"
Within Asian-American communities across the
country a political electricity is empowering a determined movement. "For a long time we have not
fought back," declared George Suey of San Francisco. "But this time we will stand up and fight for
our rights."
Vincent Chin, the focus of this protest, was the
only child of Lily and Hing Chin. Mrs. Chin and
her husband had been laundry workers. Born in
Canton, she came to America in 1948: her greatgrandfather had been a railroad worker here, and
she remembered his tales about racial persecution in
this country. Hing Chin, who died of a kidney
disease about two years ago, had arrived in the
United States in 1922 at the age of 17. He had
enlisted in the U.S. Army during World War 11; in
1947, he visited China and married Lily Yee. The
Chins' son had high hopes for his future . "When he
was a child," Mrs. Chin recalled, "he wanted to be
a writer. 1 said, ' Vincent, you can't make money at
that.' Then he wanted to be a lawyer because he
liked to talk. 'Ma, , want to be a lawyer,' 'Oh,
you're Chinese, nobody'd believe you,' 1 said. Then
he wanted to be a veterinarian. 'Oh, Vincent, you
can't do that. You can't open up the animals,
you're scared of blood.' " Vincent decided to study
architecture, and in the summer of 1982 , was working as a draftsman. But his bright future was suddenly and violently darkened. '" don't understand
how this could happen in America," Mrs. Chin
cried. "My husband fought for this country ...
Before, 1 really loved America, but now this has
made me very angry."
The anger propelling the movement for justice
for Vincent Chin has led many people to ask a deeply political question: Who killed Vincent Chin?
They know that Ebens and Nitz are only the obviol1S killers. They point out that the corporate executives of tlie auto industry must also be held accountable for Chin 's death: the auto manufacturers
should have been designing and building fuel efficient cars 20 years ago, and now they are blaming
Japan for Detroit's massive unemployment. "Unemployment is not caused by foreign
competition," argued Newton Kamakane of UA W
Local 1364 in Fremont. "It's the result of mistakes
and poor planning of the multinational corporations - and General Motors is one of the biggest of
them." In J.A .C .L.'s Pacific Citizen, Jim
Shimoura wrote: "Vincent Chin's death is the
epitome of the current problem of using racist campaigns and their adverse impact on AsianAmericans. It is significant that Ebens was

In their television commercials and their prom(
tional campaigns to "buy American," U.S. au\(
makers have contributed to the racist hysteria pet
vasive among white American workers and to th
proliferation of bumper stickers which reac
"Unemployment - Made in Japan." Thus, as the
cutback production in Detroit and as they clos
plants in places like Fremont and Milpitas in Cali
fornia, U.S. automakers scapegoat Japan for th
misery of American workers, directing the rage am
frustration felt by whites like Ebens toward Japal
and away from the structural ills of the auto in
dustry.
"What disturbs me," explained George Wong
"is that the two men who brutally clubbed Vincen
Chin to death in Detroit in 1982 were thinking till
same thoughts as the lynch mob in San Francisa
Chinatown one hundred years ago: 'Kill the for
eigners to save our jobs! The Chinese must go!
When corporate heads tell frustrated workers the
foreign imports are taking their jobs, then they arc
acting like an agitator of a lynch mob."

The writer is professor of ethnic studies at UC.
Berkeley; his most recent book is "Pau HafUl.
Plantation Life and Labor in Hawaii . ..
from the San Francisco Examiner (9/21/83)
reprinted with permission of the authQl'.

Open Letter
continued from page 1
By extension of this logic,
speakers such as Joan Rivers or
Richard Pryor would be deemed
unacceptable.
By having an initial screening the
administration hopes to avoid a situation where the Board of Directors will disapprove of an embarrassing selection.
The fact is that the 3rd year
Class' freedom to decide its own
graduation speaker is being chilled.
The message to the 3rd year class is
clear - VOTE CAREFULLY OR
DON'T BOTHER TO VOTE AT
ALL.
I view these recent developments
as repugnant to our fundamental
rights. Is it not ironic that as
graduates we will be expected to
handle complex legal matters but
cannot be responsible enough to
choose a class speaker?
The Hastings Administration
argues that the Board of Directors
has always held the final power to
choose the speaker and that the
Board, in its discretion, delegated
its power to the 3rd year class and
is able to determine the scope of its
exercise.
As a matter of policy, however,
the 3rd year Class should set the
tone for its own graduation
ceremony.
Is it fair that, after three years at
Hastings, we should have to sit
before a Class Speaker that was not
chosen and confirmed with our
complete freedom of choice?
To demonstrate your opinion on
this issue, please circulate and sign
the petitions, and write on your
Ballot for Class Speaker, "I object
to any restrictions on the choice of
a Class Speaker and want my objection recorded when the ballots are
counted" .

I

Sincerely yours,
Fernando T AFOY A
Class of 1984
ASH Pre ident

RIGHTS ON TRIAL: THE ODYSSEY
OF A PEOPLE'S LAWYER
WATERGATE AND WIRETAPPING
-by Prof. Arthur Kinoy
Arthur Kinoy is Distinguished Professor of
Law at Rugers University and a founder and
member of the board of the Center for
Constitutional Rights. This chapter is excerpted, by permission of the publisher, from
Rights on Trial: The Odyssey of a People's
Lawyer, by Arthur Kinoy, recently published

by Harvard University Press. Copyright ©
1983, by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.

Few events have had as cataclysmic an impact upon the course of American history as
did the days of Watergate in the early I970s.
And yet no period remains quite so clouded,
so little understood. To this day the true explanation for the extraordinary developments
which rocked the country remains hidden behind the self-serving accounts written by the
participants. There were moments, however,
when the layers of camouflage were torn away
and the underlying truth lay exposed, revealing a frightening reality which had brought
the nation closer to the brink of disaster than
any turn of events since the rebellion of the
southern slave states over a hundred years
earlier. Such a moment of truth was the argument on February 24, 1972, before the United
States Supreme Court of a case with the
strange name of "United States against the
United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan."
I found myself in the center of the unfolding developments of that case and shared,
with a few others, a sudden frightening view
into the reality it exposed . As the years pass,
any real explanation for the underlying facts
of that era becomes more and more hidden.
As the social forces responsible for that nearly
successful experiement, which could have
been fatal to all of our democratic institutions, once again appear to be quietly edging
in thar direction, I find myself from time to
time thinking about that case and realizing
how close to the heart and center of the
Watergate explosion it was.
When I was first approached to come into
the case, in October 1971, I was in a mixed
and moody frame of mind, with all kinds of
problems stewing inside of me. William
Bender and Linda Huber came to see me at
home to propose that I join them in working
on the appeals briefs and argument in a case
they had been hard at work on for several
months, which was scheduled to be heard by
the Supreme Court later that winter. Bill
Bender, a lawyer, was the administrative
director of the newly formed Rutgers Law
School Constitutional Litigation Clinic, an experiment in merging the teaching of legal
theory with the actual experience of students
participating in the preparation of ongoing
cases of constitutional importance. Linda
Huber, a recent graduate from the University
of Washington School of Law, was also
working in the clinic.
As they started to describe the case to me
and the reasons for my joining them in the
work, I found myself experiencing the deepest
reluctance even to consider the possibility. For
the past seven years I had been teaching fulltime at Rutgers University School of Law,
where I had helped found the clinic in which
they were working. In addition, I was still very
much committed to the work as a people's
lawyer that I had been involved in since the
late 19405. Many lawyers in the legal profession choose to utilize their skills and talents in
representing the powerful political and corporate interests that control and dominate the
life of the nation, In contrast, the people's

lawyer represents movements of people who
throughout the history of this country have
struggled to protect and advance their elementary rights and interests against attempts by
the government or big business to undermine
or derail them. As I was to realize over and
over again throughout the years, this means
that the life of a people's lawyer is filled with
intense and exhausting experiences in seemingly endless battles.
This ongoing responsibility as a people's
lawyer, now intermingled with my daily activities as a teacher of law, was often overwhelming. Only a few weeks before, Doris
Peterson and Helene Schwartz, two extraordinarily committed lawyers, and I had
finished writing a mammoth 547-page appeUate brief in the Chicago Seven case, involving the appeals of leaders of the anti-Vietnam War movement from their conviction on
the charge of conspiracy, flowing from their
participation in massive demonstrations outside the Democratic Party convention in
Chicago in 1968. This was probably the
largest brief ever filed in the history of the
country in a political trial involving the ideas
and activities of opponents of the establishment. It had just been served on the government, and I was anxiously awaiting their reply. I felt drained. Mixed feelings of exultation and total fatigue always engulf me at the
completion of a major appeals brief.
Everything inside of me resisted moving once
again into the pressurized atmosphere of
deadline-controlled conceptualization and
analysis that a major constitutional appeal requires.
More than tltis, during the summer I had
started on a new path. I had begun to write,
uneasily and with some hesitation, about
ideas that had been ripening inside me for a
long time as to the political road that lay

I remember picking up my own
telephone and listening in
astonishment to a conversation
between two FBI agents . ..

ahead for this country. I was convinced of ｴｨｾ＠
need for organizing a new type of political
party which might recapture the old vision of
people controlling the government and their
own lives. For me , working on this paper was
a sharp departure from years of thinking and
acting primarily as a lawyer. As I sat and
listened to Bill Bender and Linda Huber
describe this case they wanted me to throw
myself into, resentment surged up in me
against their effort to lure me back into the
world of legal struggle. The political concepts
I was writing about seemed to demand priority. But as they talked on into the night,
strange and nagging questions began to form,
which slowly chipped away at the barriers of
resistance within me to becoming involved in
another comsuming legal struggle.
The case had begun in a federal courtroom
in Detroit early in 1970, where three young
men were awaiting trial on serious federal
criminal charges. The three - John Sinclair,
Lawrence "Pun" Plamondon, and John Forrest - were leaders of an organization in
Michigan called the White Panthers, which
was involved in community organizing work,
primarily among white working class people
in and around Detroit. The defendants, like

many of their contemporaries at the end of
the sixties, were committed to participating in
and organizing demonstrations, meetings,
and other community activities expressing the
opposition of millions of Americans to the
seemingly endless Vietnam War.
Like other antiwar organizers from different parts of the country, these young people from Detroit had been hit in 1969 by a
wave of "law and order" measures launched
by the new Nixon administration for the purpose of cutting off the antiwar movement.
They found themselves suddenly charged with
the crime of "conspiracy. " Simultaneously all
over the country that charge appeared. In
Chicago it was a "conspiracy" to start a riot
at the Democratic National Convention. In
Harrisburg, Pennsyulvania, it was a "conspiracy" to kidnap Henry Kissinger. And here
in Detroit, it was a "conspiracy" to bomb a
Central Intelligence Agency building. In retrospect, it is clear that these charges of conspiracy were thrown together by the Nixon administration with little or no relationship to
truth or reality, in a desperate attempt to muffle the anger flowing from the developing
mood of opposition of millions of people to
the Vietnam War . None of these conspiracy
charges against the leadership of the antiwar
movement has survived the test of time. But
at that moment the charges were serious. The
prospect of long imprisonment for the defendants - anywhere from ten to twenty years
- and, perhaps even more important, the
potential destruction of their movement hung
over their heads .
But as Bill Bender and Linda Huber
described what had happened at the beginning
of the trial in Detroit, I suddenly began to feel
that something very strange was going on
here. This was not just the opening of yet
another wave of repressive political trials
similar to those that had characterized the
McCarthy years of the 1950s. Something new
was in the air. Prior to the trial, the lawyers
for the defendants had prepared a whole host
of pretrial motions, raising every conceivable
question challenging the legality and the propriety of the prosecution. Lawyers always
have a batch of these motions ready to go.
Familiarly called "boiler plate" motions, they
are traditionally made to preserve a point for
appeal. Although they are thrown into the
hopper without any real expectation that the
trial judge will even consider them, they have
to be made because, years later, they may end
up as a footnote in an appeals brief which
may move some appeUate judge to decide in
the appellant's favor.
In Detroit, one of these boiler plate motions was a request that the government inform the defense as to whether the case involved any wiretapping of the defendants in
violation of the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution. This amendment, written into
the Bill of Rights, guarantees the right of the
people "to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures." The amendment commands further that "no Warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by Oath
or affLrn1ation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized."
These are the words of the eighteenth century. The Supreme Court in the 1960s had
come to the conclusion that, within the context of modern life, "few threats to liberty exist which are greater than those posed by the
use of eavesdropping devices." Accordingly,
the Court held that wiretapping was a "search
or seizure" within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment. It fonowed from this proposi-

tion that government officials could not
engage in wiretapping without obtaining in
advance the same kind of specific warrant
from a judge which would be required to
authorize a physical "search" or "seizure."
The conclusion that flowed from this updating of the Fourth Amendment to meet the
realities of the twentieth century was that
criminal proceedings which were in any way
based upon wiretapping engaged in by
government officials without a warrant had to
be dismissed as "tainted," meaning that if the
government engaged in this type of illegal
conduct, it lost the right to prosecute. This
reflected the Court's concern that nothing is
more dangerous to the existence of constitutional government than wrongdoing by the
government itself. The opinions of the Court
which insisted upon this result invariably
quoted the words of Justice Louis Brandeis in
the 1920s, that "in a government of laws existence of the government will be imperiled if
it fails to observe the law scrupulously."
The "routine" wiretap motions which were
ftIed by the defense lawyers in Detroit were
based squarely upon these Supreme Court
decisions applying the Fourth Amendment to
the contemporary realities of life, but they
were filed without the slightest expectation of
any effect upon the trial. The defense lawyers
knew, as did others familiar with the practices
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the
Department of Justice since the earliest days
of the Cold War in the 1950s, that wiretapping without warrants was going on constantly but was never acknowledged. This was
one of the facts of public life that no one
would openly admit. Every now and then, if
the wiretapping involved a nationaUy known
figure, it would leak out in a newspaper column . Sometimes it showed up through bungling by the wiretappers. I remember picking
up my own telephone and listening in
astonishment to a conversation between two
FBI agents discussing the changing of reels on
the tap of my phone. People knew that this
tapping was going on, but defense lawyers
could rarely, if ever, prove its existence in a
courtroom. Invariably the government
lawyers blandly denied the presence of any
such wiretapping when challenged by the
defense at the beginning of a political trial .
This denial ended the matter . No federal
judge would challenge the veracity and integrity of government lawyers. The question
of whether the case had been tainted by illegal
wiretapping remained, at best, a minor issue
for an appeal if the defendants were convicted, and routinely the appellate courts accepted the asssurance of government lawyers
that no such wiretapping had occurred.
It was against this background that what
happened in Detroit seemed unbelievable.
When the wiretapping motion was perfunctorily presented, the United States Attorney
stepped foward and informed the court that
the government was prepared to concede that
in this case there had indeed been wiretapping
without a warrant - that one of the defendants, Plamondon, had been overheard by a
government agent when he called someone
whose phone was being tapped, without a
warrant having been obtained.
Before the defense lawyers could recover
from the shock of this unexpected admission
and demand to see the transcript of what appeared to have been conceded as an illegal
wiretapping, the government lawyer, to the
astonishment of both the defense lawyers and
the sitting judge, Damon Keith, argued that
the wiretapping actually was legal, despite the
continued on page 5

A LAW CLERK IN THE
ALASKAN FRONTIER
by Her! Hueter
Alaska. They call it the Last Frontier. And when
it comes to practicing law, there may not be any
other place quite like it. Especially if one if so fortunate as to get a job in the "bush" .
When I applied to Alaska Legal Services Corporation (ALSCl, I was told that I could be sent to any
one of eleven offices. Places familiar - like Anchorage, Juneau, and Fairbanks - and not so
familiar - like Barrow, Bethel, Nome, Kotzebue,
Kodiak, Unalaska, Ketchikan, and Dillingham.
I was assigned to the Dillingham office. Fme.
Where's that, and how do I get there? Dillingham is
about 350 air miles south-west of Anchorage. You
can also get to Dillingham by boat - which from
Anchorage would require going around the Alaska
Peninsula.
Dillingham is a small community of the
Nushagak Bay which empties into the Bristol Bay.
There are about 1500-ISOO residents - roughly
50"10 white and 50"1. Yupik Eskimo. The main industry in the Bristol Bay area is commercial
fishings . A small harbor in Dillingham shelters
boats from Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and
the local area. Three or four canneries in town process the fish for distant markets. This year, the
fishing season started around the time I got to DiUingham - late May, early June. Many fishers were
through before I left in mid-August. For those from
the local villages, the money they earned during the
season frequently represents the bulk of their incomes for the entire year.
So, what about practicing law in Dillingham?
Alaska Legal Services (ALSC), like any Legal Services Corporation, offers free legal assistance to low
income people. Each of the eleven ALSC offices
serves a large area of the state. For example, the
Dillingham office serves an area allegedly the size of
the state of Ohio. This service area includes about
30 Native villages with a total population of around
5<XXl. Most clients are Natives - Yupik or A1euta few clients are white.
The bulk of the legal work in the Dillingham office fell into two specialized categories - limited entry permits and Native allotmen ts. In cases of
Nati ve allotments, the wheels of the federal ad-

ministration process grind ever so slowly. Alaskan
Natives could apply for the use of up to 160 acres of
land . All applications were made with the Bureau of
Land Management before 1971. A few hundred
open files in the Dillingham office alone still wait
for BLM approval .
The limited entry system is another administrative morass. The Alaska legislature in the
early 70s set up the Commercial Fisheries Entry
Commission. The Commission's task was to
establish a method of limiting the number of boats
permitted to fish in certain fisheries - one of which
was the Bristol Bay. Fishing, for many of the local
people, is the main, if not the only, source of income. Having a permit means the difference between fishing as a captain of a boat or fishing as a
crew member. If you can't get the Commission to
issue you a permit, then the alternative is to buy one
- for a mere SSO,(xx)"SIOO,<XXl. Recognizing this
dilemma, the state set up a loan program under
which people could get loans to buy permits and
boats. But that can end up being its own nightmare.
This summer, one of the major canneries went
bankrupt and couldn 't pay the fishers who had sold
to it - at least not until the bankruptcy made its
way through the legal process. And the ramifications were far-reaching. Without that income,
several clients could not make loan payments or insurance payments, and were threatened with foreclosure on their boats. Another faced difficulties
paying an assessment for back taxes. And just living
in general without that income can be a problem . A
few years ago, another cannery had gone bankrupt,
and the fishers, as unsecured creditors, ended up
with nothing. The prospects of payment in this
bankruptcy are more promising; nonetheless, there
aren't many things fishers can do to insulate
themselves from this kind of fmancial disaster.
Working for Legal Services in "bush Alaska"
had many unique features . Many older clients
didn't speak English and couldn' t understand legal
terms, and had to have things explained to them in
Yupik . Clients carne to Dillingham from the villages
by plane or boat. Clients carne to Dillingham from
the villages by plane or boat. Some would stop by
the office if they happened to be in town taking care
of other business. Others would fly in whenever

they got a letter from us. Contacting people by
phone was difficult at best. In large villages, there
was one village phone. If you were lucky, the phone
wouldn't be busy and you could leave a message for
the person . Typically, however, there would be a
line of people at the phone, and each would have a
five-minute limit. It's hard to resolve complex legal
matters in five minutes. An alternative was to put a
message on the "Bristol Bay Messenger" . The
Messenger was a free service provided by KDLG,
the local public radio station. But then, of course,
you were never guaranteed that the person you were
trying to contact was tuned in .

" ... the best thing I can say
about Dillingham in particular and
about Alaska in general is that I
want to go back there. "

The legal community in Dillingham, surprisingly
enough , consisted of more than just the Legal Services office. Another attorney in town handled civil
cases and, with two other attorneys, served as
public defender . Dillingham also has a district court
magistrate. Cases which were required to be filed in
superior court could be filed in the district court in
Dillingham. The magistrate would hold a hearing
and make a recommendation. The superior court in
Anchorage would then decide the case based on the
magistrate's recommendation .
Being in Dillingham itself was a new and different experience. In some ways, it's like San Francisco : it 's on a bay, housing is scarce, rents are high,

and it's hard to find a parking space at the grocery
store. But the similarities end there. Dillingham is
fairly flat, although there are some mountains off in
the distance. The highest structure in town is the
water tower. The roads are gravel, with one paved
strip going from the edge of downtown out toward
the airport for about 2 V, miles. There are two
hotels, three restaurants, one deli (7-11 type) store
called the QFC (Quick Food Center), a Taco TakeOut, one bank, an elementary school and a junior
highlhigh school, a public library, a couple of
variety stores, two gas stations, and 3 V, taxi companies at any given time. The only laundromat is
I y, miles from downtown, and there is no dry
cleaner - not many people wore wool three-piece
suits to work . There are two groceries stores, and
only one of them gets any customers. Most food is
shipped in from Anchorage and is pretty expensive.
Processed foods are about 35-56"10 higher than San
Francisco prices. Fresh produce is outrageous - a
gallon of milk costs $4.50, a bag of oranges 57.00, a
pound of grapes S2,79.
As for night life, Dillingham sports two bars.
And during the summer, the Senior Citizens Center
shows a movie every weekend for S3.00. Some of
this summer's blockbusters were Poltergeist, Tron,
Tex, Annie, Blade Runner, and My Favorite Year.
On weekdays, the local softball tournament was in
full swing at the softball field qua dry dock . Games
were played in rain or shine, but are rarely called
due to darkness . And if there was nothing else to
do, you could always watch television . Satellite
brings two stations to Dillingham and other bush
communities. One is public educational television .
The other station is a mix of the "best" shows from
the three major networks. The three video rental
stores in town seem to be doing good business,
which may be an indication of the quality of the
selection of T .V. shows .
If that isn't enough to keep you busy, you can
always be a volunteer for various community services. Dillingham has a volunteer fire department
and crash rescue squad, which respond quickly day
and night to any emergency. I wasn' t really in Dillingham long enough to get involved with either

continued on page 10

NEW LAW SCHOOL TESTING PROGRAM
We at BAR/BRI Review are pleased to announce a new law school testing program that will begin
this fall. The purpose of the program is to provide guidance in the art of examsmanship, Essay exams written by our students will be critiqued by our attorney grading staff and returned to you
with extensive comments,

Don't miss this chance to improve your essay writing style for law school classes as well as for the
bar examination,
Contact your local BAR/BRI office or Hastings student representatives for more information.
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written mandates of the Fourth Amendment.
In support of this contention, he produced
what may be one of the most arrogant documents in American constitutional history. It
was an affidavit made out by John MitcheU,
the Attorney General of the United States,
stating simply and directly that he had
authorized the secret wiretapping because, in
his sole judgment, acting for the President of
the United States, he had determined that the
wiretap was "necessary to protect the nation
from attempts of domestic organizations to
attach and subvert the government." The
government argued in a fuUy prepared supporting memorandum that, even though a
prior judicial warrant had not been obtained,
the authorization of the Attorney General as
representative of the President was sufficient
to make the surveillance legal, regardless of
the warrant requirements of the Fourth
Amendment. This power to brush aside the
constitutional provisions, in effect to suspend
the written Constitution, flowed, according to
the government, from the President's "inherent power as Chief Executive officer of the
United States" to "protect the security of the
nation ." The United States Attorney then instructed the federal judge that any determination to ignore the provisions of the Fourth
Amendment was solely a matter of presidential concern and that the "courts should
not question the decision of the Executive
Department. "
As the defense lawyers handling the trial
prepared their response to this sweeping assertion, they began to realize that this development in Detroit was no accident. In at least
two other political trials MitcheU had assumed
the same posture, radically departing from the
prior position of the Department of Justice .
In a 1969 affidavit MitcheU had conceded a
warrantless wiretapping in the case of the
Chicago Seven. A year later in an appeal in
California involving the conviction of a
member of the Black Panthers, MitcheU unexpectedly disclosed in court that the conviction
had in fact involved warrantless wiretapping.
What happened in Detroit thus appeared to
be part of a national pattern, a sudden change
in position. With the advent of the new Nixon
administration in 1969, the Department of
Justice had decided to assert openly what had
been hidden in aU previous administrations the existence of widespread warrantless wiretapping involving surveillance of individuals
and organizations considered to be a threat to
"domestic security."
As Bill Bender and Linda Huber described
the Detroit developments to me, placing them
within the context of the paraUel situtions in
Chicago and California, a puzzling question
began to bother me, as it obviously did them.
I had of course known about the MitcheU affidavit in the Chicago conspiracy trial, where
to no one's surprise the trial judge, Julius
Hoffman, who had supported the prosecution at every turn, accepted the government's
rationale as to the legality of the warrantless
tappings. That issue then became lost in the
appeal among the hundreds of other critical
points raised by the 32,!XX}.page trar.script of
the mammoth trial . We had written a short
section in our appeals brief brushing aside
what appeared to be a totaUy unsupportable
legal position involved in the MitcheU doctrine
of "inherent power," but the underlying unanswered question as to why the Department
of Justice had forced the wiretap question into the open instead of foUowing the older,
easier path of simple denial did not become
pressing until the Detroit case.
Judge Keith considered the government's
arguments carefuUy and on January 21,1971,
in a terse written opinion, denied MitcheU's
contentions that the President could disregard
the provisions of the Fourth Amendment by
relying on a mystical reservoir of inherent
powa-. Judge Keith's opinion was a curt rebuke: "The Court cannot accept this proposition for we are a country of laws and IlO( of
men." As for the assertion thai the President
bad some: loosely defmed power to protect the

national interest in whatever way he saw fit,
even if it meant ignoring the written commands of the Constitution, Judge Keith
replied sharply, "Such power held by one individual was never contemplated by the
framers of our Constition and cannot be
tolerated today."
This should have ended the matter. The
wiretapping of Plamondon was clearly illegal
under the most binding decisions of the
Supreme Court, and Judge Keith very properly ordered the government to turn the logs of
the intercepted conversations over to the
defense lawyers, so that a hearing could be
held as to whether the tapping tainted the prosecution in any way, requiring a dismissal of
the case. But at this point MitcheU and his
Department of Justice made a strange move.
Instead of turning over the logs and then
arguing that the tapes were reaUy not related
to the pending prosecution - a position they
had urged in other cases in which wiretapping
was accidentaUy disclosed as a result of some
blunder by a government agent or a United
States Attorney - they embarked on a course
of action that seemed incredible, if considered
solely within the four corners of the Detroit
case itself. They announced that instead of
going ahead with the trial, they were taking a
direct appeal to the Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit, the court that supervised Judge
Keith's activities in Detroit as a district judge.
Since appeals during an actual trial are rarely
permitted, the only way they could do so was
by using an ancient procedure from English
common law known as suing out a "writ of
mandamus." This required the government to
name the trial judge as defendant and ask a
higher court for an extraordinary order directing him to reverse himself. The case then be
came known as United States oj America v.

United States District Court Jor the Eastern
District oj Michigan, Southern Division, and
Hon . Damon J. Keith, presiding; and John
Sinclair, Lawrence "Pun" Plamondon, and
John Waterhouse Forrest. The White Panther
defendants, being the real parties in interest,
remained defendants in the mandamus proceeding. In looking back on this strange
development in the case, I have often thought
that the "caption," the name of the case, was
deeply symbolic. It should have given me a
clue into what MitcheU and his cohorts were
secretly planning. The United States against
its own district court? The seeds of their
underlying plan were right there.
The court of appeals gave short shrift to
MitcheU's position. In an opinion written by
Chief Judge George Edwards, the appeals
court again struck down the contention that
the President had "inherent power" to aUow
his representative, the Attorney General, to
authorize wiretapping without regard for the
prohibitions of the Constitution. In words
that permitted no evasion, Judge Edwards
said, "The government has not pointed to,
and we do not rmd, one written phrase in the
Constitution, in statutory law, or in the case
law of the United States, which exempts the
President , the Attorney General, or federal
law enforcement from the restrictions of the
Fourth Amendment in the case at hand ."
In pressing the inherent power argument in
the court of appeals, MitcheU's representatives, under the direction of William Rehnquist, then Assistant Attorney General, had
dredged out of old English case books examples of the assertion by British monarchs in
the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries of their "inherent power" to take action deemed necessary by them to protect the
nation. Judge Edwards underscored the irony
of these arguments: "It is strange, indeed,
that in this case the traditional power of
sovereigns like King George III should be in·
voked in behalf of an American President to
defeat one of the fundamental freedoms for
which the founders of this country overthrew
King George's reign." As for the concept that
this mysterious reservoir of inherent power
gave the President authority to take any action required to protect the national security,
Judge Edwards, in blunt words rarely found
in a judicial opinion, called this an "argument
in terrorem" which "suggests that constitutional government is too weak to survive in a
difficult world and urges worried judges and
worried citizens to return to acceptance of the
security of 'sovereign' power." I t is chilling to
consider in retrOSpect how dose the judge
came in that observation to the underlying

assumptions of the administration in power.
Again, this should have closed the matter.
The case normaUy would have gone on to
trial, and the opinions of Judge Keith and
Judge Edwards would have ended up as interesting footnotes in some ponderous treatise
on presidential power. But as Bill Bender and
Linda Huber pointed out to me that evening,
MitcheU and the Nixon administration had
something else in mind. Instead of proceeding
with the Detroit trial, as was conventionaUy
expected, the Department of Justice announced in April 1971 that it was taking the
wiretap issue to the Supreme Court for a
"definitive ruling." And on June 12 the
Court agreed to hear the case. MitcheU and
the Nixon administration were pushing the
issue aU the way up.
What was behind it aU? What were they up
to? Why the sudden unexpected admissions
of wiretapping as the Nixon administration
took over? Why the unconventional appeal to
the Court of Appeals and then to the Supreme
Court? What was reaUy going on? These
questions built up a pressure in me which
probably more than aything else edged me into agreeing to undertake the Supreme Court
appeal with Bill Bender and Linda Huber.
As we began to put together the pieces of
the appeal in the winter of 1971-1972, reading
and rereading the positions of the Department
of Justice in the district court and the circuit
court of appeals, slowly an answer began to
emerge which rocked us in its implications for
the present and the future . CarefuUy and consciously the Nixon administration was using
the case to advance an extraordinary claim of
power, the claim that the President, acting
through his representative the Attorney
General, had the power, "inherent" in the office of President, to disregard the limitations
of the written Constitution whenever in his
sole and unfettered judgement the national
security of the country required him to do so.
Put in its bluntest terms, Nixon, MitcheU, and
the men who surrounded them were driving
hard for an authoritative statement from the

The United States against its
own district court? The seeds
of their underlying plan
were right there.

highest court in the land that the President
had the power to suspend provisions in the
Constitution whenever he unilateraUy determined it was necessary. Whatever we touched
in the case exposed this underlying assertion
of a power unparraUeled in its potential
sweep.
The implications of this claim to power
were so terri fying that we found oursel ves
dissecting and redissecting the government
briefs and arguments in an atmosphere of
disbelief and skepticism. But there it always
was, naked and direct. The wiretap issue was
beautifuUy structured to thrust the claim of
power to suspend the Consitution directly into
the center of judicial attention. The Fourth
Amendment, the government conceded,
would require, if applied to these wiretaps, a
judicaJ warrant in order to comply with its
provisions. But the Nixon administration
representatives insisted that the President , in
his sole discretion, could determine that the
national interest permitted him to suspend this
provision of the amendment and permit warrantless wiretapping without court review.
Over and over again the one sharp demand
emerged, that the courts, and rmaUy the
Supreme Court, the institution which in the
eyes of the people represented the fount of
legality, sanction the concept that the President had the power to ignore and suspend
provisions of the Constitution whenever in his
sole judgment he found it necessary to do so.
Out of the maze of technicalities and legal
phrases that januned the briefs, there emerged
a still broader message. TIle Nixon administration wanted, and was acting as if it
expected to receive, a legal sanction from the
highest court in the land to undertake wholesale actions that would otherwise fly in the
face of specifIC constitutional prohibitions.

Nixon was seeking a stamp of legitimacy for a
sweeping strategy of govemmentallawlessness
- for the suspension, if not the abandonment, of the elementary forms of constitutional protection. As we approached the day
of argument, I had a sinking feeling that what
was at stake here was a bid to establish a legal
"cover" to sanction wholesale experiementation with the abandonment of constitutional
governmen t.
It was not until later that the real story of
what was involved was revealed for aU to see.
When the facts were known, our most extreme fears were substantiated. The NixonMitcheU thrust was deadly serious. It had
been carefuUy structured and orchestrated by
three members of the s<H:aIIed Arizona gang
whom Senator Barry Goldwater had originally brought to Washington. There was William
Rehnquist, the chief theoretician and architect
of the inherent power claim during the years
he had functioned as Assistant Attorney
General under MitcheU, who in 1971, only a
few months before our argument, was suddenly elevated to tJie High Court itself. Today
he remains the only member of the inner Nixon power elite unscathed by the post-Watergate holocaust, stiU sitting in his position of
power and influence on the Supreme Court.
Next there was Richard Kleindienst, Deputy
Attorney General under MitcheU and the first
public spokesperson for Rehnquist's theory of
the President's inherent power to suspend the
Constitution, with which he had attempted to
justify the wholesale arrest and mass detention in May 1971 of almost 15,(0) antiwar
demonstrators in the capital, in total disregard
of any elementary constitutional protection.
FmaUy, at the center was Robert Mardian,
who headed the section of the Justice Department euphemistically known as the Internal
Security Division, which was dedicated to the
destruction of the left and aU organized dissent. Heir to a large construction company in
Phoenix and campaign manager in the
western states for Goldwater in 1964 and for
Nixon in 1968, Mardian had been brought in
by MitcheU as a lawyer for the Health, Education, and Welfare Department. He was then
moved to the Department of justice as chief
of the Internal Security Division, where,
together with Rehnquist, over a three-year
period he fashioned the machinery of both
open and covert operations designed to evade
and ultimately ignore the basic constitutional
protections of citizens' liberties.
Out of the maze of technicalities and legal
phrases that jammed the briefs. there emerged
a stiU broader message . The Nixon administration wanted, and was acting as if it
expected to receive, a legal sanction from the
highest court in the land to undertake wholesale actions that would otherwise fly in the
face of specific constitutional prohibitions.
Nixon was seeking a stamp of legitimacy for a
sweeping strategy of governmental lawlessness
- for the suspension, if not the abandonment, of the elementary forms of constitutional protection. As we approached the day
of argument , I had a sinking feeling that what
was at stake here was a bid to establish a legal
"cover" to sanction wholesale experiementation with the abandonment of constitutional
government .
It was not until later that the real story of
what was involved was revealed for aU to see.
When the facts were known, our most extreme fears were substantiated . The NixonMitcheU thrust was deadly serious. It had
been carefuUy structured and orchestrated by
three members of the so caIIed "Arizona gang"
whom Senator Barry Goldwater had originaJIy brought to Washington. There was William
Rehnquist , the chief theoretician and architect
of the inherent power claim during the years
he had functioned as Assistant Attorney
General under MitcheU, who in 1971, only a
few months before our argument, was sud- ..,
denJyelevated to the High Court itself. Today
he remains the only member of the irmer Nix- sf
on power elite unscathed by the post- Watergate holocaust, stiU sitting in his position of 0
power and influence on the Supreme Court.
Next there was Richard Kleindienst, Deputy ..
Attorney General under Mitchell and the first ｾ＠
public spokesperson for Rehnquist's theory of ｾ＠
the President's inherent powC!" to suspend tbe ...l
Constitution, with which he had attempted to
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LEGAL CLINIC
by Wendy Nemeroff
At this time of the year, when our
awareness is being heightened about lesbian
and gay rights, the image which develops is
one of a rather youthful group of individuals
who are confronting the prejudices and oppression that make up a part of being a
member of a "deviant" subculture.
Many of us do not realize that within this
group there is a hidden subgroup of older lesbians and gay men over 60 who are faced with
unique problems apart from those of the
larger, more visible section of this diverse subculture.
It is estimated that there are 20,000 lesbians
and gay men over 60 residing within San
Francisco alone. With so many older lesbians
and gay men, one may well ask what, if anything, is being done to meet their special
needs. It is not very often that one can give a
positive response to such an inquiry, but
thanks to Operation Concern and its component, the Gay and Lesbian Outreach to
Elders program (G.L.O.E.), many of those
needs are being discovered and fulfilled within
San Francisco. (Similar programs exist in
N. Y., Wash. D.C., L.A. andare being
developed in other cities.)
OPERATION CONCERN
Operation Concern is an organization
dedicated to providing mental health services
to lesbians, gay men and their families. The
agency runs on a sliding-scale fee basis, as well
as receives funds from County Mental Health,
United Way, and other sources. In June, 1982
it initiated the Gay and Lesbian Outreach to
Elders program, which provides social services to lesbians and gay men over 60.
G.L.O.E. is unique in that it is the only program of its kind to be funded by a grant from
a government agency.
Some of the services provided include dropin rap groups, creative and educational workshops, information-dissemination and referrals, friendly visiting with shut-ins, counseling, and monthly social events, in which many
social opportunities are available. Volunteers
are trained to provide outreach services to
those older lesbians and gay men who need
assistance inside and outside the home. They
supply the clients with much-needed companionship and understanding.
Presently, the rap group and various other
social activities are overwhelmingly populated
by older gay men. This is a result of the fact
that as a group, older lesbians are more hidden than older gay men. Recently, research
has been conpleted on lesbians-over-65 by the
..., Center for Education and Research in Sexuality (C.E.R.E.S.), a non-profit research
S center located within the psychology departｾ＠
ment at San Francisco State University.
Monika Kehoe, Ph.D., the clirector of the
2$ project and herself a 73-year-old lesbian along
ｾ＠
with the assistance of Sheryl Goldberg,
M.S.W., obtain information about this hidｾ＠
den group so that programs can be imj plemented to meet their needs. The results will
ｾ＠
be published in the Journal of HomosexuＮｾ＠
ality, Spring '85, a journal edited within the
:x: Center.
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G.L.O.E. also makes legal and medicai
referrals. A workshop which provides legal
assistance on issues that are of special interest
to older lesbians and gay men has recently
been established. Roberta Achtenberg, who is
the staff attorney for the Lesbian Rights Project, is working in conjunction with Stafford
Buckley and Bea Tracy, the co-coordinators
of G.L.O.E., to initiate a low-cost legal services clinic which would address the legal
problems confronting older lesbians and
gay men.
Some important legal concerns unique to
this group include the writing of wills, estate
planning, establishing trusts and powers of attorney. Since a homosexual couple cannot
marry, many of most of the agreements made
between two older homosexuals are either not
recognized by the law and/or are rebutted and
overturned by families who refuse to
recognize and give credence to such
agreements which name their relatives' lovers
as beneficiaries or conservators. This clinic
will concentrate on cataloguing the legal problems of this specialized group, as well as encourage and administer affirmative planning
in such areas as wills, insurance, trusts, and
powers of attorney in order to prevent unwanted interference by the families in case of
death or incapacity. With such planning and
education, an older lesbian or gay man would
be more assured that the person chosen as
hislher decision-maker in case of death or incapacity, for example, will not be denied that
role by a claim that the agreement was transacted under undue influence of distress and is
thus void. Such claims are commonplace
under current laws set up to the advantage of
the nuclear family.
Besides personal planning, this special legal
service would concentrate on problems within
such areas of the law as tax, social security,
and even federal programs set up to benefit
those over 65. For instance, the current
Federal Meals Program is discriminatory to
older homosexual couples in that it gives
benefits to the married spouse of one who is
entitled to the program, even though he/she
may be underage. However, the underaged '
homosexual partners can never take advantage of the same benefits since they are not
allowed a married relationship with their
partners.
POWER OF ATIORNEY
In 1981, California adopted the Uniform
Durable Power of Attorney Act (Civil Code
§2400, et seq.) in which an older lesbian or
gay man can now appoint the conservator of
his person and property through the administration of the courts. It essentially accomplishes what the power of attorney was
set up to do, but provides the older homosexual with more of a guarantee that this choice
will be legally enforced.

This article originally appeared in The Conspiracy, July-August 1983 .

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11 at 4:30 PM
Hastings College of Law, Room B
(Other appearances: Golden Gate Law, Thursday noon, Auditorium B;
Stanford Law; UC Davis Law,)
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A champion of civil rights, San Francisco
attorney Eva Jefferson Paterson was
honored by the California Women Lawyers
Saturday as the second recipient of the Fay
Stender Award.
Paterson received the award at the
organization's annual dinner during the State
Bar of California meeting in Anaheim.
The Fay Stender Award is bestowed upon a
candidate who displays a variety of attributes,
including forceful presence, a domonstrated
commitment to underrepresented or disadvantaged groups or unpopular causes and a
demonstrated feminist perspective.
Paterson said her public interest work
earned her the honor. An assistant director
for the Lawyers Committee for Urban Affairs
and a former staff attorney for the Legal Aid
Society of Alameda County she has worked
on a number of employment discrimination
cases involving discriminatory tests used by
the federal government.
She has also defended the rights of battered
women in their dealings with the Oakland and
San Francisco police departments - action
which has resulted in increased protection for
the women.
A 1975 graduate of the University of California at Berkeley Law School, Boalt Hall.
Paterson has taught civil rights law and litigation strategy at Hastings College of the Law.
She is a members of the Charles Houston
Bar Association, the Black Women Lawyers
of Northern California, the National Conference of Black Lawyers and the San Francisco branch of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People. She also
'is a vice president of the national board of the
American Civil Liberties Union of Northern
California.
from The RECORDER, Sept. 12, 1983
(Eva Patterson, who taught the civil rights
litigation seminar, Representing the Underrepresented, at Hastings for several years, was
not rehired last year. Last semester, over three
hundred students protested at a rally on the last
day of classes. See The Recorder, May 1, 1983.)

PROFILE
continued from page 1

2.) A Current Issues Forum - This forum
will organize a speakers series on campus,
including debates, political and legal opinion, etc.
3.) A Student Services Commission - This
commission will develop a model Student
Services Program. Its primary responsibility is to investigate, draft, and publish its
recommendations. The reports of the
Commission will address and identify problems and needs of Student campus life.
(e.g. faculty hiring and promotion, financial aid and placement program, the "proposed gymnasium", etc.) Task force committees would consist of students and ASH
representatives.
When asked whether his role as ASH
President would become diluted or weakened when confronting an issue which
affected minority groups more disproportionately than other groups, Tafoya responded, "As President, my role would become
enhanced because I am aware and have experienced the effect of such issues. There is
presently a power shift in the State of
Califonia ... the system should work for all
- not just for those who it has helped
historically. ASH should reflect that trend."
In closing, Tafoya resolved to prepare
for the task ahead. Determined to involve
everyone in the struggle to open up and partake in the democratic process, tie said,
"ASH must take the initiative to represent
the student body. Without student input,
we can't act. Sometimes you have one hundred opinions, but only half a person who's
willing to work to see an end
accomplished." He is confident that with
massive student input, in addition to open
and effective communications with
Hastings administrtion. we can all begin to
reap the benefits from the system --- for a
change?

WHEN IS A
PARTNER
NOT A PARTNER?

"HOW TO MAXIMIZE
YOUR SCORES ON
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS"

Comments of Lloyd CutLer, former
counseL to President Carter and a
founder of the I50-lawyer
Washington, D.C.
of Wilmer,
Cutler & Pickering.

rum

Free Lecture by
Professor Charles Whitebread
Author of Criminal Procedure Hornbook
(Foundation Press)
Hastings College of the Law
Classroom B
Wednesday, October 12
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.

I am not a doctrinaire opponent of growing,
merging, or branching .. .. But there is a sense of
professional toget herness that we have as lawyers a sense of etitism, if you will, of service to the pubbc
and to our own notion of what lawyers are supposed to do - that is not going to withstand the
rigorous business efficiencies and prolit-<:enter compensation systems that seem to be pan of the planning for how a large law linn can grow even larger.

ooubn
BAR REVIEW

There is a wonderful story about Edward Levi .
When he was president of the Uruversity of
Chicago ... President Ford as ked him what he
thought the Depanment of Justice needed . Ed
tho ught a minute and said: "II needs a soul."
There is a Faustian bargain involved in what we
are talking about. Faust was offered youth at the
cost of his soul . Many of us want more growth, but
we must not make that Faustian bargain to get it.
We must not trade our soul for endless growth .
Repnnted from American Lawyer
July / Aug 1983, p . 7

BAR/ BRI 352 Golden Gate Avenue (at Hyde)
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If the Harvard Law School faculty was loolcing
to tight a nre under bored second- and tbird-year
students when it voted in May to allow professo.; to
grade class participation, it succeeded. But rather
than spurring students to speak out more in class,
the poticy change prompted more than one-third of
the student body to demonstrate, chant, and march
en masse to Dean James Vorenberg's office to denounce the craclcing of the w!up. "How's this for
participation? " some shouted.
More than 500 students, many waving placards
that bore slogans such as "Only Dogs Bark On
Command." " Down With The Brown Nose Rule,"
and " Ungraded Humiliation Isn't Enough?"
gathered outsIde the mam law school building,
Langdell Hall , the following afternoon. After 30
minutes in the sun lIsterung to speake.; and chanting slogans (the favorite was a Jab at faculty
pedagogy: " We won't talk if you won't teach"),
most of the group marched to the faculty offices in
Gnswold Hall and stamped up and down the staIrcases, clapping and chanting. For most of the next
two days, hundreds of students took pan in sll-ins
in the dean's office and in faculty hallways, and
plotted strategy. . . .
What motivated students to launch a raucous
protest that Byse termed "unprofessional" and
Professor Abram Chayes called "an attempt at
coercion"? On the surface, the dispute focused
primarily on a change in grading poticy that would
permit professo.; in second- and third-year classes
to raise grades by one step (e.g., from a B - to A-)
for general class participation ....
Many students also objected to the lack of student involvement in fonnulating the new grading
procedure. And others insisted that the facul ty
crackdown came in retatiation for a vanety of student actions during the year: an unsuccessful petition and demonstration to require professo.; to
allow students to "pass" when called on without
rislcing a dressing.{\own, a petition drive (largely ignored by the faculty) ask.ing faculty members to
disclose their sources and amount of outside income, and pe.;istent agitation in favor of more
hiri ng of blacks and women to tenured faculty
positions.
At the forum, which was attended by more than
30 faculty members and 400 students, it became apparent that students were frustrated with the overall
quatity and tone of thelT legal education . Many
argued that uninspired teaching was largely responsible for students' passivity in the classroom.
"There are people here who are teaching their
courses with the same outlines they used in the
1950s, but we're not the same students,," complained third-year student Meryl Justin
Repnnled from The American Lawyer
June, 1983, p . 17
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.. . II seems to me there is a second Bennuda
triangle a little funher out on the growth curve _
somewhere perhaps in the range of more than 100
panners. II seems to me that when you get to 150 or
200 or 500 panners, as some of the accounting
linns or maybe some of our megalinns have, you
have a contradiction in tenns. It just is not possible
to be a panner, in the professional rather than the
legal sense of that word, with 200 or 500 other pe0ple. Even though the profession has increased enormously in numbers and in income - we are bIgger
today than the steel industry, the aluminum industry, or the electric power industry in percentage
of GNP - there is nothing about the practice of
law, it seem to me, that makes it necessary for that
growth in the total number of lawyers and the need
for lawyers to be reflected in the endless growth of
law flffilS, from city to city, country by country, et
cetera. I don't see why we need to fall into the black
hole, as I call it, of the accountants' Big Eight. .. .

HARVARD CRYBABIES
FEND OFF
FACULTY CRACKDOWN

Exercise your free
speech rights!
Write for the Hastings Law News
first and second year students especially encouraged.
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continued from page 5

justify the wholesale arrest and mass detention in May 1971 of almost 15,<XX> antiwar
demonstrators in the capital, in total disregard
of any elementary constitutional protection.
Finally, at the center was Robert Mardian,
who headed the section of the Justice Department euphemistically known as the Internal
Security Division, which was dedicated to the
destruction of the left and all organized dissent. Heir to a large construction company in
Phoenix and campaign manager in the
western states for Goldwater in 1964 and for
Nixon in 1968, Mardian had been brought in
by Mitchell as a lawyer for the Health, Education, and Welfare Department. He was then
moved to the Department of justice as chief
of the Internal Security Division, where,
together with Rehnquist, over a three-year
period he fashioned the machinery of both
open and covert operations designed to evade
and ultimately ignore the basic constitutional
protections of citizens' liberties.
The full dimensions of these covert operations-their evolution from the Mardiandirected "interdepartmental intelligence unit"
that had been set up by Mitchell to coordinate
the so-called intelligence-gathering activities
of the different branches of government, into
the notorious Huston plan to launch
widespread secret operations by the FBI, the
CIA, and the military against every section of
the people's movements, and finally into the
full-scale operations of the so-called
"plumbers" unit which culminated in the
wiretapping of the Democratic National
Committee Watergate headquarters-were
not known to us at the time, nor to anyone
uninvolved in their secret discussions. But we
were aware of the scope of the open operations that Mardian and Rehnquist were
masterminding throughout this period-the
long list of dragnet conspiracy indictments
against the leadership of the antiwar movement and the persistent use of a network of
federal antiwar movement and the persistent
use of a network of federal grand juries to
hound and harass those who were raising their
voices in political opposition.
In January and February of 1972 as we
prepared for the argument, we were stilI not
privy to any of these secret plans and covert
actions of the Nixon administration. We
could only imagine and speculate as to what it
had in mind in the wiretap case. But to demand the right to suspend the Constitution,
to disregard the commands of the Fourth
Amendment and the other fundamental
guarantees of the the Bill of Rights, was to demand the right to abandon government
through constitutional forms and to substitute
at will government without law.
We discussed the word to describe where
this all might be heading. There was a word,
but we were all reluctant to use it. It had fearful connotations for most Americans. It was a
word out of European experiences which
most Americans, including ourselves, were
loath to put into an American context. That
word was "fascism." My own sensitivity to
the normal paranoia which I knew we longtime movement lawyers understandably
developed, as a result of years of fighting in
political trials, inhibited somewhat the conclusions I was prepared to draw as to what really
lay behind this move on the part of the Nixon
administration.
Then one morning I remembered a phrase
repeated often during the 1930s by that master
of American experimentation with the forms
of repression, Governor Huey Long of Louiｾ＠ siana. He had said with great insight, "When
fascism comes to America, it will come wrap8 ped in an American flag." As I worked on the
ｾ＠ argument, it dawned on me that the Nixon
administration was seeking to wrap its plan
for governmental lawlessness in a mantle of
ｾ＠ legality. This was to be the "American" way
- not the "foreign" path via the coup d'etat.
It was a brilliant move. From the very
n beginning in the Chicago courtroom, then in
Ｎ ｾ＠
the California and Detroit courtrooms, and
up to the ｓｵｾ＠
Court itself, the plan had
eo been deliberately structured and fashioned to
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maneuver the courts into placing the stamp of
legitimacy upon moves to destroy consitutional government. Too often in the wake of
Watergate, one tends to forget the skillfulness
of some of the Nixon administration moves.
This was the most skillful move of all, masterminded from its inception by that astute tactician and theoretician, William Rehnquist.
As I wrestled with the last stages of the argument, I also thought of the words of advice
from David Scribner, general counsel of the
United Electrical Workers, that wise and experienced union lawyer with whom I had first
worked after graduating from law school. He
used to drum into me the warning, "Never
underestimate the opposition," and he particularly cautioned, "Never underestimate the
lawyers from the head office of the
company." Well, the "lawyers from the head
office of the company" had set this one up
skillfully and with care. The legitimization of
warrantless wiretapping was in the deepest
sense wholly incidental to what they were
after. If this had been all that was involved,
they could have just continued the wholesale
wiretapping they were doing anyway and the
bland lying about it when challenged at the

... the plan had been
deliberately structured and
fashioned to maneuver the courts
into placing the stamp of
legitimacy upon moves to
destroy constitutional government.

beginning of a trial . What was involved was
much more serious. The importance of this
move was primarily as a vehicle for propelling
to center stage the claim of ultimate unchecked executive power itself. The stakes
were enormous. This is why the government
lawyers had rushed the issue to the High
Court. The issue far transcended the "legality" of domestic security wiretapping. It went
to the very "future of the Republic," as the
Fourth of July speeches used to express it, only now it was for real.
These were sobering thoughts. How was I
to make them reach the members of the
Court? How was I to discuss what was really
involved? Two paths lay open. One was in the
direction of professionalism and scholarship.
A "perfect" legal rebuttal could be prepared,
addressing the many sophisticated nuances of
the government's argument and dissecting the
past precedents of the Supreme Court, which
the government had miscited and misused, in
the quiet, confident tone of the scholar and
law professor. A number of people urged this
approach to the argument.
The other path lay in a different direction:
in the words of the leaders of the southern
civil rights movements of the 1960s, "to tell it
like it is," to inform the Court of the blunt
realities of what the Nixon administration was
after. Unless the Court understood fully the
enormous implications of the administration's
grab for power, the case might become
swamped in the technicalities of search and
seizure law, and we couId easily lose such an
ｾｧｵｭ･ｮｴＮ＠
The Nixon court was already shiftmg - five-to-four, six-to-three - away from
the guarantees of due process of law in the
direction of strengthening law ･ｮｦｯｲｾｭｴＮ＠
Unless the Court saw the ominous passages
that opened up beyond the administration's
position, the case was lost. And yet to appear
"political" or "unlawyerlike" was dangerous: it could lose the conservatives and
might alienate the middle-of-the-roaders.
Then again, they might be lost already. These
conflicting thoughts surged through me during .those terrible last days of preparation.
Therr final resolution was not to come until
the actual moment of argument.
In a way, it may have been the last-minute
discussions with William Gossett, the lawyer
for Judge Keith, which placed the issues in
sharpest perspective. Gossett was an unusual
lawyer for me to be sharing an argument with

before the Supreme Court. He was the general
counsel for the Ford Motor Company, a
former president of the American Bar
Association, and a ranking Republican. His
original entrance into the appeal was one of
those strange twists that set this case apart
from the very beginning. After the Nixon administration had decided on the unusual
technical course of making Judge Keith a
defendant through use of the writ of mandamus, the judge responded sharply by asking
the Michigan Bar Association to appoint a
lawyer to represent him in the court of appeals. The bar association selected Gossett,
one of Michigan's most prominent attorneys.
Two days before the Supreme Court appearance, scheduled for February 24, 1972,
Gossett, Bill Bender, Linda Huber, and I met
in Washington to plan the division of the
argument. Gossett had suggested that we
work in one of the private offices in the ABA
building set aside for past officers. As I
walked into the office, troublesome thoughts
surfaced in my mind. What in the world was
I, a movement lawyer, doing preparing to
share an argument with Gossett? This was the
first time in my life I had been in the inner
sanctum of the ABA, the citadel of establishment law, whose reactionary policies I had
fought for years. Gossett was general counsel
for one of the most powerful corporations in
the country. I had seldom appeared on the
same side of the counsel table with corporate
lawyers of any kind; they were generally
across the way. What brought us together that
morning in Washington?
After a few minutes, it became clear why
we were together and why a cooperative sharing of the argument not only was possible but
could be important in presenting the issues effectively to the Court. Gossett seemed fully to
understand the case. He had prepared,
together with Professor Abraham Sofaer of
Columbia Law School, a powerful and effective brief supporting Judge Keith's opinion.
He took with dead seriousness the implications of the assertion of sweeping power the
administration was making. He said to us that
morning, as he was later to say openly to the
Court, that the claim of inherent power in the
President was deeply dangerous to the written
constitutional liberties of the people, that he
was very disturbed as a lawyer and as a citizen
by the thrust of the administration in this
case. Let there be no mistake. Gossett's frame
of reference was not ours; his background
and experiences were certainly not ours; and
we were poles apart in every respect except
one, our growing common apprehension that
the thrust for power which we were about to
contest was no lawyer's ploy to win a case but
was rather a serious effort to obtain sanction
from the High Court for a course of conduct
perilous to the future of constitutional
democracy. And such an outcome, perhaps

for whoUy different reasons at that moment,
neither we nor Gossett were prepared to accept.
Gossett told me at one point during our
preparatory work about a discussion of his
with Republican friends back in Michigan
who could not understand why he had gotten
into this kind of a case. His answer captured
the tone and flavor of the argument he would
soon make to the Court. He said to his skeptical friends, "I am a conservative, and I
believe in conserving the fundamental values
of the Constitution."
Another insight developed into what was
moving Gossett when he said half jokingly,
but perhaps with more seriousness than we
understood at the moment, that he was not
quite sure which side a lot of his clients would
take in the case. In a real sense he was reflecting the inner pull of his own commitment to
the values of the system of written constitutional government, which sometimes ran contrary to the needs and strategic perspectives of
powerful corporate clients.
And then there was the intensely human
aspect of Gossett's excitement at being in the
center of a constitutional struggle. At a particularly difficult moment late in the final
evening of preparation, he turned to me and
said, in a reflective mood, that of all the cases
he had worked on over the years, many involving millions of dollars, this was the most
important and the most interesting. It was, he
added, the heaviest responsibility as a lawyer
he had ever felt. It was this combination of an
almost overpowering sense of responsibility
and a high excitement which infected all of us
as we separated that last evening before the
argument.
On the morning of February 24, 1972,
which dawned bleak and gray, Barbara
Webster, an activist and organizer of the pe0ple's antiwar movement, and I walked down
the street toward the Supreme Court building,
where we were to meet Bill Bender, Linda
Huber, and Bill Gossett. It was an exciting
moment for me to be approaching this critical
confrontation with Barbara Webster by my
side. Two years earlier we had begun a relationship which would culminate in marriage
six months after the Supreme Court argument. In many ways, this relationship represented a total change in my personal life, and
to be walking with Barbara toward the morning showdown with the power structure gave
me a feeling of strength and confidence. But
as the pillars that front the Court came into
sight, the feelings that welled up inside me
became complex and conflicting. I was
frightened, and I felt the fear run through me.
I held tightly to my briefcase with the notes
for the argument in it, as if to reassure myself.
I was facing head on an ominous bid for
unlimited power by the top forces in the ruling
establishment, and it was overwhelming.

continued on page 11
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solidated into a one semester ..:ourse while
another course such as Criminal Law would
simply be put off for a semester.
Professor Levine, who went to a law school
which included Constitutional Law in the first
year cautioned that the approach was "no
panacea" for the problems of first year law
students. He added that taking Constitutional
Law in the second year may help "reawaken
idealism and interest."
David Wiggins, a third year student, from
the Moot Court Board, argued that he was in
favor of the status quo. He said that a better
appreciation of Constitutional Law was made
q/ter understanding existing fITst year course
topics. However, he suggested that faculty
members incorporate ethical considerations
and hypotheticals to address waning idealism
that fITst year students would face.
Tafoya proposed that fITst year students be
allowed to take a two unit elective in the
spring of the fITst year. This was made on
behalf of some first year students.
"Powerlessness," A Closed Society"
Ted Bloom, a third year student, emphatically stated, "A lot of work needs to be
done on the curriculum." He added that poor
student turnout at the meeting reflected
apathy founded on a feeling of powerlessness
at Hastings in not only curricular but other
areas of student life. Calling Hastings "a very
closed society," he charged that the committee's simple approach of "what would you
like to see?" would not result in fundamental
or significant change.
Professor Lind expressed appreciation of
Bloom's comments but said that they were
beyond the scope of the committee's focus of
concern. He said the committee "is going into
its task in good faith" but "it cannot change
everything at once."
Maud Pervere reinforced Prof. Lind's
remarks by revealing that her clinical office
was accessible for students comments and
suggestions. " I would love to see more people
- I need your help." She also encouraged
students to assist her in a survey of student
concerns on the clinical program offerings.
Professor Lind concluded, "As a faculty
member, looking at the administration and
their offices, they are incredibly open. There
is a definite effort to cooperate with
students."
ASH President Tafoya agreed that the
deans are open to hearing opinions, and open
to discussion, but said that students become
frustrated when the discussion appears to
have no impact on policy decisions at the
school. He added, "I have yet to get one student proposal through this year."
Future Meetings
Although the Curriculum Committee plans
to hold only one open meeting each semester,
two student representatives will attend each
meeting and each will have a vote.
Professor Lind indicated that students are
welcome to make comments or proposals at
any time to any of the Committee's members.
The Committee would entertain all curriculum concerns that students have to get a
broad picture of where the curiculum stands.

If the student prefers to work in a legal
department of a company, rather than a law
firm, Southern Pacific Transportation Company hires in-house attorneys. According to
Craig Whitney, attorneys for the company
may handle issues ranging from real property
development to financial services to personal
injury suits.
If the student wishes to handle tax matters,
Price Waterhouse has most of its attorneys
working in its Tax department, with some attorneys in the Audit department and some in
the Advisory Services department. Tom Gibson from Price Waterhouse also noted that
every attorney is expected to eventually
become a CPA. So, if a student has a strong
aversion to accounting and to tax, it might be
wise for that student to reconsider interviewing at Price Waterhouse.
The panel members then spoke on interview techniques. Chuh wanted to see an interest in the frrm expressed by the student.
The student should ask questions about the
firm, even "frank, embarassing" questions.
Gibson emphasized that he reacts negatively if
the student is unaware of the differences between working in an accounting frrm and
working in a law frrm. Whitney advised
students to get information about the firm
and the frrm's interviewer from Martindale
Hubbell. This would, at least, give the student
and the interviewer something to talk about.
The student should also convey the impression that he or she wants to learn more about
the frrm and that he or she has something to
offer the fITm. To be more assertive is better
than to be too unassertive because the interviewers are looking for confidence and the
ability to represent someone else's interest on
the part of the student. The final advice was
not to affrrm any weaknesses in your resume
unless asked, but be prepared with an answer
just in case you are asked.

CHOL SOO LEE
VISITS AIPLSA
continued from page 1
Lee's conviction for the prison killing
was overturned in January. The district
attorney of San Joaquin county, however,
decided to retry Lee for the prison killing .
Faced with legal costs estimated at $125,000
for the retrial, Lee reluctantly agreed to a
plea of second-degree murder. The ten
years Lee had already served in prison were
applied toward his seven-and-a-half year
sentence. On March 28, 1983, Lee finally
walked out of prison a free man.
For some members of the Asian community, elation over Lee's freedom was mixed
with some reservation. Jeff Adachi, a
second-year Hastings student and spokesperson for the Chol Soo Lee Defense Committee, said, "Justice was not served in the
sense that Lee spent ten years in prison for
something he didn't do . It took all that (a
100year legal battle, rallies, and thousands
of dollars in contributions from the Asian
community) to get him out. That can't be
justice, not in my opinion."
At the A/PLSA meeting, Lee expressed
his I!.ratitude to the Asian community for
believing in and supporting him throughout
his years in prison. Lee said that the
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Wirum stated that she does not expect second year students to have specific interests in
the law, but it helps if third years, based on
their work experience or clerking experience,
do have interests. Such interests should be
emphasized. Grades are not everything, as she
looks for "energy" in a student 's personality.
Taketa advised evaluating one's strengths and
weaknesses before the interview. The student
should anticipate what questions will be asked
and what the student's response would be.
The student should also know what impression - academic excellence, assertiveness, job
experience - he or she wishes to project.
Specific questions should be asked rather than
waiting for the interviewer to ask the questions. An ability to carry on a good conversation is the best way to make an impression.

welcomes student ideas, input,
and energy.
Office: 1981Basement
ASH Meetings:
Mondays 4:30 PM in room A
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A student should also be prepared for the
interviewer to ask, "Are there any questions
you'd like to ask, about the firm or anything
else?" Interviewers are not overly pleased if
the student asks for information which can be
easily found in their firm resumes. A student
should therefore know something about the
frrm, know why he or she wants to work for
that firm, know why the firm needs him or
her and to keep in mind, as the panelists
pointed out, that interviewers were once law
students, too!

ALASKA ON MY MIND
continued from page 4
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group. So, I votunteered at the battered women's
shetter, Safe and Fear-free Environment (SAFE). I
spent one night a week, on<all, at the SAFE
24-hour crisis line. During the summer, when most
people were oul fishing, the problem wan't too bad.
While on duty, I didn't receive any calls. The problem is more severe during the winter, however.
SAFE receives approximately 18 calls per month,
which is quite a few considering the size of the
potential client population.
All in all, my experience this summer was terrific.
I liked my job with Legal Services. I was not expeeted to work more than 40 hours a week, and I
didn't feel a lot of pressure from the job. I liked the

people I worked with and the clients I worked for. I
got a lot of experience dealing with clients - real
people with legal problems affecting their lives. I
felt that I was actually doing something useful to
help someone. And the law seemed a bit more relevant than it does when I'm just reading cases. I
liked the community of people I was in and made
many good friends. The pace of life was pleasantly
slow . I had time to do things like read a novel; and I
could spend hours at il without feeling that I should
be doing something more important. But I guess the
best thing I can say about Dillingham in particular
and about Alaska in general is that I want to go
back there.

community's support helped to diffuse t
anger he once felt as a result of his orde
When asked whether he plans to file a
vii suit against the city for having suppre
ed the evidence in the original ChinatOl
murder trial, Lee, who has acquired mu
legal knowledge as a result of his encounl
with the legal system, responded that unit
he could prove that the district attorn
who originally prosecuted him had done
with wrongful intent, he would most lik!
be unable to recover civil damages.
There were few questions from the a
dience. Surprised, Lee said that he expect'
an audience of future lawyers would be muo
more inquisitive.
Lee warned the students that what h
happened to him -- being shortchanged 1
the legal system, is still happening to oth
Asians in the United States. To illustrat
he pointed to the incident in Chicago la
summer involving Vincent Chin, who Wi
clubbed to death with a baseball bat, weildt
by unemployed autoworkers. Wherel
Lee spent ten years in prison for a crime t
did not commit, the two men, who stalke
Vincent Chin for twenty minutes befOi
killing him, were sentenced to three yeal
probation and fined only $3,000 each. Thl
sentence so enraged Asian-Americans a
over the country that community group
are now organizing to challenge thl
sentence.
In addition to speaking before communi
ty groups, Lee is currently working for th
Korean Multiservices Group in Sal
Francisco.
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KlNOY
continued from p. 8
As we hurried down the street, 1 thought
about the Court, and the fear grew within me.
This was the Nixon Court, after all. The
clever strategy might well succeed. The administration had all but remade the Court in
its own image, so many of us thought. First
came Warren Burger, to replace Earl Warren,
and then Harry Blackmun, to replace Abe
Forlas. Burger and Blackmun were beginning
to be called the Minnesota twins because of
their similar views. Then came Lewis Pow.ell,
a southern conservative. To clinch it, Rehnquist, the mastermind of the doctrine of inherent power, had been appointed three
months earlier, replacing Hugo Black, the
champion of the written Constitution. At his
Senate confirmation hearings Rehnquist had
admitted publicly that he had fashioned the
entire theory of inherent power for the
government's Supreme Court brief in this
very case. And Byron White and Potter
Stewart, the traditional middle Justices of the
Warren Court, who had swung so often from
liberal to conservative positions, could hardly
be counted on to withstand the emotional impact of the national security argument. Would
Justices Marshall, Brennan, and Douglas remain the only ones on the Court to support
our position? Maybe Mitchell, Nixon, Mardian, and Rehnquist were unstoppable. They
might well have the Court in their pocket.
Maybe it was all over. I began to wonder what
I was doing there, walking to disaster, small,
helpless, against the strength of the administration and its Court.
As we neared the building, my mood suddenly changed. Long lines of people were
queued up on the marble steps of the Court.
More than a hundred and fifty law students
from Rutgers had arrived in the early hours of
the morning. When they saw us approaching,
they began to callout friendly greetings. Some
raised their fists in the traditional Black Power
salute. It was a reassuring and strengthening
moment. I suddenly felt that we would not be
entirely alone when we took on the Nixon administration that morning.
Then just as abruptly, my mood shifted
again . As we walked through the heavy metal
doors into the long hallway leading to the
courtroom, we were thrust back into the
ominous atmosphere which had haunted the
case from the start. For the first time in my
experience with the Supreme Court, and for
the first time in the history of the Court, barriers had been set up ｡｣ｲｯｾ＠
the hallway.
Security guards stood beside them, demanding to inspect our briefcases before we
entered. I felt not only harassed but menaced .
As a result of the growing tensions, security
measures had become common in recent years
in courtrooms throughout the country, But
never in the Supreme Court of the United
States. Who were they afraid of? Us? Angrily
the words of custom and ancient usage of
members of the bar of the Supreme Court
came to me, and I snapped at the guard who
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reached for my briefcase. "I am counsel for
the day. 1 am a member of the bar of this
Court." 1 brushed past him, closed briefcase
in hand . No representative of the other side, 1
told myself heatedly, was going to see my
notes for the argument.
Why was I so outraged? 1 was certainly
more nervous and apprehensive than usual
about this appearance before the Supreme
Court. That alone would have made me
touchy. But more than that was involved . 11
was not only my own integrity that was being
attacked by this peremptory demand to hand
over my briefcase but, more important, the
integrity of the legal profession itself and what
it was supposed to represent in a "system of
laws, not men ." / felt for a moment the way /
had six years earlier in this same city when I
had refused to be silenced by Chairman
Joseph Pool of the House Un-American Activities Committee during a hearing at which /
was representing young members of the antiwar movement. After objecting to his
refusal to permit me to cross-examine hostile
witnesses, which had been a long-standing
problem for lawyers at HUAC hearings, / was
at his order choked and wrestled out of the
room by three federal marshals . While being
dragged out, 1 shouted at them, " Don 't touch
a lawyer."

/ have mixed feelings about my instinctive
reaction on both occasions. On the one hand,
it revealed an elitist, privileged feeling about
the status of the legal profession . On the other
hand, it reflected the special sense of violation
that attaches to the use of force, or even the
threat of it, against lawyers who are themselves supposed to be representatives of a
system of authority which is grounded in laws
and the courts that administer them. Hence,
when lawyers, the "officers of the court," are
subjected to violence, surveillance, or other
forms of abusive treatment, it threatens the
very fabric of our democracy. Given the
threatening atmosphere that already surrounded this case, it was no wonder, then,
that I was upset by those guards and their
command.
/ began to wonder what was really going o n
that morning . Had some Justice, or even the
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Chief Justice, arriving early at the Court, been
alarmed by the lines of students waiting to get
in? Had he called the marshals and ordered
the barriers? Inwardly / shivered. Was this an
omen of what was to happen in the argument? Was it a mindless fear of students, of
long hair, of tieless shirts, of Blacks and
women - irtstead of the traditionally quiet, .
well-groomed tourists on their daily tour
through Washington? At that moment the
words of Judge Edwards earlier in the case
drummed through my head . The government
was about to make once more its in te"orem
argument, raising the specter of lawlessness to
mesmerize the Court into constructing a sanction for lawlessness, persuading the Court to
legalize illegality. At the very entrance to the
Court, an hour before the case was to be
heard, the in terrorem argument was already
being played out in life . Legal words were
turning into the reality of barriers and guards.
This was the heart of the Nixon-MitchellRehnquist-Mardian formula . Invoke the
magic incantation of national security in order
to sanction the suspension of constitutional
government, and then themselves create the
acts that would transform the words "national security" into a reality, which in turn
would force an alarmed public to accept and
even applaud as necessary the violation of
constitutional rights.
The placement of a security blockade in the
highest court in the land , in order to create an
atmosphere that would imperceptibly set the
stage for the Court's acceptance of the concept of unlimited power invoked by the words
" national security, " was in its own way a
microcosm of the pattern unfolding all
around us; the fabricated "plots" and "conspiracies" in Chicago, in Detroit, in Harrisburg, in a dozen different courtrooms
throughout the country, the "plans" of arson, bombings, and kidnapings, which were
often woven by secret agents of the prosecution or the FB/ and deliberately instigated at
the highest levels of the Department of
Justice. All of this would then give substance
to the increasingly insistent drive to obtain
legal and public approval , in the name of national security, for a policy of repression
which might well end in the total abandonment of constitutional government. These
somber thoughts preoccupied me as I walked
through the already crowded courtroom to
the table reserved for counsel.
At this point, something happened which
<\Sain placed the coming confrontation into
troubling focus . Just across the aisle, four or
five grim-looking men, immaculate in dark
business suits, carrying briefcases, swept into
the area reserved for our adversaries. The
government's tearn had arrived. I immediately
looked for their most prominent member, the
one wearing the traditional long mOrning coat
that government lawyers invariably wear
when arguing before the High Court. This
uni form would mark the representative of the
government, our physical opponent in the
battle to come. I expected to see Em;n
Griswold, the Sohcitor Generl and a former
dean of Harvard Law School, who was
respected for his scholarship and integrity
even by those Qf us who increasingly found
ｯｵｲｳ･ｬｶｾ＠
in deep disagreement \\ith the positions he had been advancing in the Supreme
Court, in his role as chief legal representall\e
for the Johnson and now the
ixon administrations, to justify the growmg repression of the antiwar movement. Instead , I saw
an unfamiliar man, tall, dark, and sclowhng,
wearing the morning coat. I turned to
Gossett, and whispered, "It's not Griswold!"
" 0," answered Gossett, "it's Mardian ."
Then suddenly we realized that the rumors of
the past several days were true. Griswold
would not appear for the government in this
case. This had seemed unlikely to us, because
the Solicitor General traditionally argued the
most important cases for the government .
And regardless of one's position on the ｩｾｵ･ｳ＠
of this case, it was likely to be one of the most
important cases of that term. Yet here was
Mardian taking Griswold's place.
Then something even stranger happened.
Griswold walked into the courtroom and sat
down in the seat reserved for the Solicitor
General, as though to make it clear to the
Court that he had not withdrawn because of
illness or scheduling conflicts, but for some
other reason. He sat there quietly throughout
the argument , as if he were constantly saying

to the Court through his physical presence, " /

am not arguing this case. Just remember
that."
As I waited for the case to begin, playing
with the old-fashioned quill pens on the
counsel table which are traditionally provided
by the Oerk , perhaps to remind lawyers a lit-

"It's not Griswold!"
"No, " answered Gossett,
"it's Mardian. "

tie too impressed with their own importance
that they rise before an irtstitution which fmds
its roots in our remote past, / asked myself a
number of questions . Had Griswold had a
falling out with Nixon, Mitchell, and Mardian
about this case? /f so, how deep did the split
go? What were the differences really about?
In the mid-1950s during the ravages of the
Cold War, when thousands of citizens were
subpoenaed before the McCarthy and the
HUAC committees, Griswold had written an
article defending the Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incimination as a "cornerstone of American liberty." Did he see
something in this case which frightened him,
bringing back echoes of the past and making
him refuse to argue the administration's position? Had he himself glimpsed a future of
planned lawlessness and abandonment of
constitutional government which we ourselves
were only beginning to see, lying just beyond
the claim of unlimited presidential powers?
Did he actually know of the administration's
plans for an abandonment of constit utional
government? / have often, since then,
wondered about these questions, and only
Griswold himself could answer them.
Regardless of whatever internal struggle in
the Justice Department may have preceded
the Supreme Court argument, the architects
have preceded the Supreme Court argument,
the architects of its underlying strategy were
now in firm control, as evidenced by the appearance of Mardian to argue the case himself. Mardian was much more than a legal
craftsman and political technician. He was
one of those leaders of the reactionary right
who are committed to destroying all oppo 1tion to the establishment. Over the years I
have run into many lawyers m the Department of Justice who are "just doing a job."
Not so Mardian. He had a fervor, an
ideological intensity, which set him apart.
Later that morning when the Court adjourned for lunch and the opposing counsel
were escorted by a marshal to reserved ｴ｡｢ｬｾ＠
in the Court's cafeteria, Mardlan refused to
engage in the conventional amenities between
members of the bar but stalked past u as if
we did not exist. Someone tanding next to
me muttered, "All he needs is the jackboots."
The remark seemed apt. At that moment we
were reminded of those in Germany who
tragically shaped the course of history in the
early 1930s, their consuming hatred of
political opponents, di . <;enters, minorities,
and nonconformists ｲｾｵｬｴｩｮｧ＠
in the death of
miUions.
These thoughts left me suddenly as the
Chief Justice intoned the ritual words, "We
will hear argument in No. 70-153, United
States against the District Court and others.
"'tr '\1ardian, you may proceed." As the
law)er for the petitioner, he was the first to
peak . / ten<;ely av.aited v.hat he would say.
Would he actuall} make the bid for power?
\\'as the admirustration so confident of "its"
Court that it would arrogantly pr= its demand for power to suspend the Constitution?
A few moments after Mardian rose, the
answer was e"ident when he spoke these
words: "The stakes, as far as the government
is concerned, are high." / said to myself, "My
God, he is going to go the whole way. He is
really shooting the works."
... to be continued next issue

LIBRARY INFORMATION
LIBRARY HOURS
8:00 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.
9:00A.M. -11:00P.M.

Monday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday

LmRARY WORK STUDY POSmONS A vAJLABLE
8 . 15 hours per week. Ask for applicalion al Library
Reference Desk . 2nd and 3rd year sludenlS only.

RALEIGH SUPER TOURER 15 speed bicycle wilh
Reynolds 531 frame & forks, Slronglighl cranks, Wetrunann
brakes & rims, Maillard hubs, Ideale lealher seal;
derailleurs: Suntour fronl, Huret rear; Quick Teiease hubs,
Specialized I 1/4" high pressure (95 psi) louring tires,
lighlweighl (22 Ibs). Zefel pump, walerbollle, and
Kryplonile4 lock included. S5SO or bese Call: 346-8290.
4

Reference librarians available at Reference Desk Monday through Friday,
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. and Saturday, 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Note: The Library will observe its regular schedule on Columbus Day,
Monday, October 10, 1983,

LIBRARY TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Reference Desk: 557-2443
Circulation Desk: 557-1354
Government Documents Desk:

557-8421

LEISURE READING
The day's New York Times and Wall Street Journal are available at the
Reference Desk. The Library also subscribes to Los Angeles Times, the
Sacramento Bee, and the Christian Science Monitor. Since these subscriptions arrive in the mail, there is usually a two-day time lag from the date of
issue.

pm ALPHA DELTA GIFf SUBSCRIPTIONS
Phi Alpha Delta has subscribed to the following magazines as a gift to the
Library and the Hastings student body: Fortune, The New Yorker,
Newsweek, and Sports Illustrated. Recent issues of each magazine can be
found at the Reference Desk. Older issues are kept in the Fourth Floor
open stacks are on magazine shelving.
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continued from page 2 55!-=====================================================
born under the main shaft of the mine whose
father died of lung disease and a broken
heart? That young man knows suffering, and
human degradation, and pain and sorrow and
love and he has a value system built on human
experience .... The best qualified have never
been permitted to even enter the law
schools . .. They speak to plainly ...
are too outspoken .... They are left to sell
aluminum siding and used cars, these communicators who know people, understand
people - they have been sent away. . . . The
courtroom is a place for understanding
humans. The universities house, like our
prisons, those who are essentially useless in
promoting the welfare of the people. We
ought not trust our youth to them any
longer. "
And finally, emerging Critical Legal
Theory advocates and practitioners, Peter
Gabel and Paul Harris, proffer an analysis
which argues for a "counter hegemonic" ap-

ｾｅａ＠

W£LL, I'VE DONE
rr! HER( I AM,
LAW\I£R AT LAST!

proach to legal practice and education
whereby the individual can break from the existing "tableau of authoritarian symbols" (the
robed and aloof judge, the roles of "professional" lawyer and the "helpless" client-layperson, etc.). It is the liberal's legal reasoning
that denies one of genuine political and
cultural participation. It "persuade[s] people
to accept both the legitimacy and the apparant inevitability of the existing hierarchical
arrangements". Thus a source of reinforced
alientation and powerlessness is the "excessive
preoccupation with 'rights-consciousness'
which . . . inherently affirms that the
source of social power resides in the State
rather than in the people themselves . ... By
granting new legal rights that seem to vindicate the claims of the individuals and groups
asserting them, the State can succeed over
time in co-opting the movements' more
radical demands while 're-Iegitimizing' the
status quo through the artful manipulation of

AFTER All TH05E VEARS OF'
LAW SO.fOOl- All- NIGHTERS,
IMPOSSIBLE DEADlIN£SL ENDLESS AMOUNTS OF ｗｏｾｋＮ＠
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LET'S MAKE MUSICI
Vis. Prof. L.B.Schwartz seeks accomplices for occasional
sessions of recorder playing, duel or ensemble. 7-3941 or

n&4402.

Seplember 30, 1983 will be my fmal day al Haslings.
Managing Ihe College ReservationlOff.Qunpus Housing
Office has been a real experience. Wilh each tangled room
request straightened, each organizalion fmally registered,
each classroom change accomplished, and each impossible
living situation resolved I have learned a little more. I have
been conlually graleful for your understanding during this
process. I know Ihat you will eXlend lhat under.tanding, patience and good will to whoever takes over my respon·
sibililies.
I wish to Ihank the sludenlS, staff, facuhy and members
of the adminislralion for making the pasl four and one half
years the adventure it has been.
In some small way I hope I have made your time al
Hastings a liltle easier - a lillie less frustrating. I have been
enriched by knowing each one of you and have been forlunale in establishing many friendships while he.... The fIrsl
of October 1 will fulfill my longstanding dream to sellie in
Hawaii and begin a new career. II is my hope Ihal each of
you fInd serenity and happiness in fulfilling your own
dreams.
Aloha,
DIana (Morgan)

For sale: IBM Eleclronic 60 self-rorrecting memory
Iypewriler. SBSO. Larry Bazel, 474-9410, locker 630.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Hastings Low News would like to receive information about
your organization's hislory, purpose, meetings, events,
members, etc. Please put information. of any length.
preferably Iyped, double spaced, in HLN box in student information cenler. We will also consider reprinting articles of
interest from newsletter. newspapers, and other sources; include full details on source of clipping submilled. Include
name, tel no., and locker no.

You are cordially invited 10 an evening beneath the stars at
Ihe Galleria Showplace Penthouse, Friday, October 7, 1983,
8 p.m. 2 Henry Adams Slreet, San Francisco. Black lie oplional. S5 in advance; S7 al Ihe door. RSVP - 386-7120 or
474-1535·. By E.S.Q. Produclions. Live D.J.
ｈｯｲｳｾﾷ･ｵｶＮ＠

Carpooling is Ihe very besl way 10 go 10 school. II's easy,
saves you lots of money, helps the environment, conserves
fuel, and introduces you 10 new and wonderful people.
YOU'LL GET A GENUINE COMPlffER PRIm-OUTI
II will malch you with people who live near you, go 10
ｾｨｯｬ＠
at the same time you do, and even come home at the
same time you do.
And the ... is never any charge for this.
Our Ridesharing SpecialislS will be happy 10 answer any
queslions you have. JUSI call (415) 861-POOL or (<01)
297-POOL.
Ridesharing is greal fun for facuhy and staff people 100.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPEAKERS (FoB \9113)

WANTED: Late model Toyota Corona, 4 door, automatic,
power sleering, low mileage. Call Judy Musanle, 557-8513
or SLOp by 200 McAllisler, Room 237.

MUSICIANS
Any musicians interested in putting together a regular
"jam" session, contact Brent at 731·3661, or leave a
message in locker no. 11.

"Embossed" Business Cards: S19.95 per 1,000. Choice of
colors. Many slocks. Also, Compuler Supples, Labels,
Calenders, Forms, Lellerheads, Envelopes & Rubber
Stamps. All al very reasonable prices. Call Mark Possien,
(415) 864-3982.

legal doctrine". The issue of ideology is hence
the critical interstitial factor that defines both
problems and solution in the end.

*

*

*

These are a mere sampling of the current
literature that addresses the moribund state of
law and legal education. I hope that it will
challenge you to further read and to reflect
upon this question and to act to shape the
destiny which we have a part in.

October 14 - A guest speaker - Doug Karl wiD _ I •
talk on Wilderness ......."'.tion with a special emphaois on
the Inyo Desert at 11:40 •. m. In room K (198 BuIlding).
Oclober 14 - Johanna Wold of N.w"" Resouras Dofenw
Council wiD speak on managemenl of rangeland.
November 21 - Keith Howard, an attorney from Walnut
Creek (who represents privale industries) wiD speak on
hazardous .........

October JO - 61h Annual Race Judicata
at 10 a.m ., Aquatic Park in Berkeley. S mile run for lawyers,
judges, sludenlS and Iheir families. Entry applicanlS call
Patricia al 893-7160.

Sources of Reading:
• Dvorkin. Himmelstein , and Lesnick .
Beromlng A lAwyer: A humamstIC perspective on legol Mucut/on and
professionalism, Wesl Publishing Co . . 1981. KF 2'12 09.
• Gabel and Harri s.
" Bui1dina Power and Brcakinglmages: CriticaJ Lqal Theory and Ihe
Practice of Law". in New York University Review oj Low and Social
Change, vol. XI. No . 3. 1982·83.
• Kennedy . Duncan

Legol Education Qnd (he Reproduction of Hierarchy: A PolemiC
Against the System, 1983 .
• 8ok. Derek .
"Whal's Wrong With America 's Law Schools?" in S/udenl lAwyer,
vol. 12, No . I , Seplember 1983.
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